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REVISION GUIDE – ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO’S NEST BY KEN KESEY

Character Analysis
Randle P. McMurphy
McMurphy is a charming and handsome man, with long red sideburns and a tangle of curls. He is
"broad across the jaw and shoulders and chest" and is tall. He also has a "devilish grin" and a
voice that is "loud and full of hell". He is used to having his own way and is a natural leader. He
tells the patients that he is used to being "top man" and quickly assumes that role.
McMurphy is a gambling Irishman and convict, who grows tired of labouring at the Pendleton
prison farm. To escape prison life, he feigns insanity and gets himself involuntarily committed to
a mental hospital in Oregon. He tries to bring about a change at the hospital, for he does not like
the fact that grown men act like "rabbits" and are scared of the Big Nurse. He tries as hard as he
can to "get her goat", by not doing the duties he is given. He even disrupts her group therapy
sessions by hogging the limelight.
McMurphy is also a sly creature. When he learns that an involuntarily committed patient cannot
get out of the hospital unless the Big Nurse thinks the patient is fit enough to leave, he backs
down and tries to be a model patient. By this time, however, the patients have come to rely on his
leadership, so much so that Cheswick, one of his most ardent followers, drowns himself out of
despair. McMurphy has a change of heart after he learns that most of the patients have
voluntarily committed themselves and stay out of choice. He decides he must become their
saviour and show them they can function outside the hospital. He makes his comeback statement
by smashing the glass of the Nurse's station. Thereafter, McMurphy slowly becomes a force that
is driven not by this own will but by the needs of forty other patients.
McMurphy takes the back seat on the fishing trip, letting others brave the storm and emerge as
heroes in order to gain courage and self-reliance. When the Nurse tries to drive a wedge between
the patients and him, he proves himself by coming to the aid of George, fighting the Black
orderlies. This aggression lands him in the shock shop for several treatments. When he is
returned to the ward, he continues to try and make the inmates self-sufficient. He proves to them
that Nurse Ratched is really powerless when he tears open her shirt and exposes her large
breasts. She retaliates by having him lobotomized. When he is returned to the ward after the
surgery, he is a vegetable.
It is important to notice how McMurphy steadily becomes weaker as the other patients become
stronger. He serves as a tool in bringing freedom to the other mental patients and in exposing the
Nurse for what she really is. As a result, McMurphy stands for all that is good and natural; he
opposes Nurse Ratched, who is the symbol of repression and evil. Although his fool-hardy and
self- damaging acts liberate the others, he is destroyed in the end. In this sense McMurphy is
compared to Christ, who lays down his own life so that others may live. When Chief Bromden
kills him and escapes, McMurphy's mission is accomplished.
Randle Patrick McMurphy II
Randle Patrick McMurphy is a red-haired, wild American of Irish descent. He unself-consciously
engages in brawling, gambling, chicanery, and exercising his carnal nature. His primitive
inclinations mark him as an iconoclast in a world that increasingly values conformity. His antiauthoritarian attitude has already caused him a dishonourable discharge from the U.S. Marines, a
punishment subsequent to his leading a successful escape from a Chinese prisoner-of-war camp
during the Korean War.
McMurphy is interred at the hospital for "diagnosis and possible treatment," reads Nurse
Ratched, who continues: "Thirty-five years old. Never married. Distinguished Service Cross in
Korea, for leading an escape from a Communist prison camp. A dishonourable discharge,
afterward, for insubordination. Followed by a history of street brawls and barroom fights and a
series of arrests for Drunkenness, Assault and Battery, Disturbing the Peace, repeated gambling,
and one arrest — for Rape."
It is perhaps part of McMurphy's innate nature that he does not adhere to social strictures. It is
also reasonable to assert that his imprisonment during the Korean conflict deeply impacted his
distrust of authority. The fact that he was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for leading an
escape serves as a foreshadowing of events later in the novel, but could also serve to create a
more complete understanding of his character's motivations.

Although not foreign to hard physical labour, McMurphy chafes at his assignment to a prison
work farm and looks forward to his confinement to a mental hospital as a pleasant way to spend
the rest of his sentence for brawling. The violence of fighting is as natural an activity for men in a
natural state as is the desire for sexual relations. McMurphy's run-ins with the law for statutory
rape he declares preposterous, as his fifteen-year-old female "victim" lied about her age and
initiated the sexual interlude.
Upon his arrival at the hospital, McMurphy encounters Dale Harding, identified as the "bull-goose
loony." The interaction between the two presents an interesting contrast between the salt-of-theearth, everyman philosophy of McMurphy and the more intellectualized, academic, and effete
point-of-view of Harding. Harding's abstract arguments in defence of Ratched are easily defeated
by McMurphy's empirical observations of her manipulations of the men in the ward
McMurphy observes that Ratched's tactics are intended more to ensure her authority than
benefit the patients, and that the most glaring example of this tactic is using the men to spy and
report on each other. The other men realize that McMurphy is correct, and begin to dedicate their
admiration and allegiance to him. When McMurphy restrains from questioning Ratched in an
attempt to appease her and thus expedite his release, the men, particularly Cheswick, see it as a
betrayal. Cheswick's subsequent suicide and McMurphy's introduction to the castrating wife of
Harding serve to convince McMurphy that he is the leader, albeit reluctant, of another escape.
This escape is not from a Communist POW camp, however. McMurphy must assist the men that
need to escape the conforming attitudes and restrictions that society is imposing on them.
McMurphy increasingly becomes identified with Christ, from the crucifixion on the electroshock
therapy table preceded by the patient "washing his hands of the whole affair" to the echoes of the
Last Supper when Billy Bibbit engages in sexual relations with Candy Starr. Like Christ,
McMurphy sacrifices himself for the benefit of the group, and in doing so, he loses his free will.
Chief makes it clear that McMurphy is not acting on his own when he brutally attacks Ratched,
but in accordance with the wills of the other patients.
The continued references to McMurphy's tired appearance also point up the effects of his
sacrifices for the patients. Harding explains to McMurphy that he has helped them regain their
sanity at the risk of losing his own. McMurphy has ceased to be himself and is being forced to be
what the others think he is. They can recognize themselves only through him, and he must
continue to give them something to emulate.
The name Randle Patrick McMurphy forms the acronym "RPM," which is also the acronym for
"Revolutions Per Minute" — the measurement for the speed at which a phonograph record is
played. Like the phonograph record, McMurphy is a whirling dervish; yet a man also being
"played" by the Combine, destined to spin around and around without ever reaching a
worthwhile destination.
Randle McMurphy III
Randle McMurphy—big, loud, sexual, dirty, and confident—is an obvious foil for the quiet and
repressed Bromden and the sterile and mechanical Nurse Ratched. His loud, free laughter stuns
the other patients, who have grown accustomed to repressed emotions. Throughout the entire
moment of his introduction, not a single voice rises to meet his.
McMurphy represents sexuality, freedom, and self-determination—characteristics that clash
with the oppressed ward, which is controlled by Nurse Ratched. Through Chief Bromden's
narration, the novel establishes that McMurphy is not, in fact, crazy, but rather that he is trying to
manipulate the system to his advantage. His belief that the hospital would be more comfortable
than the Pendleton Work Farm, where he was serving a six-month sentence, haunts McMurphy
later when he discovers the power Nurse Ratched wields over him—that she can send him for
electroshock treatments and keep him committed as long as she likes. McMurphy's sanity
contrasts with what Kesey implies is an insane institution.
Whether insane or not, the hospital is undeniably in control of the fates of its patients.
McMurphy's fate as the nonconforming insurrectionist is foreshadowed by the fate of Maxwell
Taber, a former patient who was also, according to Nurse Ratched, a manipulator. Taber was
subjected to electroshock treatments and possibly brain work, which leaves him docile and
unable to think. When Ratched equates McMurphy with Taber, we get an inkling of McMurphy's

prospects. McMurphy's trajectory through the novel is the opposite of Bromden's: he starts out
sane and powerful but ends up a helpless vegetable, having sacrificed himself for the benefit of all
the patients.
McMurphy's self-sacrifice on behalf of his ward-mates echoes Christ's sacrifice of himself on the
cross to redeem humankind. McMurphy's actions frequently parallel Christ's actions in the
Gospels. McMurphy undergoes a kind of baptism upon entering the ward, and he slowly gathers
disciples around him as he increases his rebellion against Ratched. When he takes the group of
patients fishing, he is like Christ leading his twelve disciples to the sea to test their faith. Finally,
McMurphy's ultimate sacrifice, his attack on Ratched, combined with the symbolism of the crossshaped electroshock table and McMurphy's request for “a crown of thorns,” cements the image of
the Christ-like martyrdom that McMurphy has achieved by sacrificing his freedom and sanity.
McMurphy as Comic Book Christ
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest features many allusions and references to Christian religion.
Most obvious is McMurphy's martyrdom at the novel's climax. But this incident is foreshadowed
throughout the novel with a series of direct references to events recounted in the New
Testament.
While McMurphy's actions and attitudes are at first glance more Dionysian than Christian in that
he emphasizes gambling, womanizing, and drinking over spirituality, his messianic qualities are
apparent from his initial entrance into the ward. His laughter — representative of the human
spirit — is contrasted with the snickers the patients hide with their hands and the disingenuous
laugh of the Public Relations man. The machinations of the Combine trap their spirit. McMurphy's
laughter, however, is described by Chief Bromden as "free and loud and it comes out of his wide
grinning mouth and spreads in rings bigger and bigger till it's lapping against the walls all over
the ward…. This sounds real. I realize it's the first laugh I've heard in years."
Later, Chief describes McMurphy's laughter during the fishing excursion: "Rocking farther and
farther backward against the cabin top, spreading his laugh out across the water — laughing at
the girl, at the guys, at George, at me sucking my bleeding thumb, at the captain back at the pier
and the bicycle rider and the service-station guys and the five thousand houses and the Big Nurse
and all of it. Because he knows you have to laugh at the things that hurt you just to keep yourself
in balance, just to keep the world from running you plumb crazy. He knows there's a painful side;
he knows my thumb smarts and his girl friend has a bruised breast and the doctor is losing his
glasses, but he won't let the pain blot out the humour no more'n he'll let the humour blot out the
pain."
In the comic-book universe created by Kesey, life is polarized between pain and laughter, much
like the Christian faith teaches that life is either sin or salvation. But as the Christian faith
preaches that all humans are sinners capable of salvation, McMurphy instructs his disciples that
life's miseries are redeemed through laughter, which is depicted as the ultimate rebellion.
The first blatant reference to Jesus Christ occurs when Chief introduces the Chronic patient Ellis.
The recipient of many electroshock treatments, Ellis adopts a pose of crucifixion by spreading his
arms against the wall, reflecting the shape of the electroshock table and directly alluding to Christ
nailed to the cross. Chief reemphasizes this posture when he relates Harding's explanation of
electroshock to McMurphy: "You are strapped to a table, shaped, ironically, like a cross, with a
crown of electric sparks in place of thorns."
Later in the book, Ellis mimics Christ's instruction to his disciples when he tells Bibbit before
leaving to fish to be a "fisher of men" — a phrase preceding the conversion from other religions
to Christianity. It is perhaps a coincidence that Ellis's name is the phonetic spelling of the first
two letters of the acronym for lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), a synthetic psychotropic drug
that sometimes results in religious delusions in those who ingest it. As noted previously, Kesey
was among the civilian population that the U.S. government used for its human experiments of
the drug.
The number of men accompanying McMurphy on the fishing excursion is twelve, just like the
number of Christ's disciples. The bravado displayed by the patients following the gas station
incident is revealed by Chief to be a bluff, much like the actions of Christ's disciples prior to his
crucifixion. During the actual fishing, however, the patients embrace their identities while

McMurphy retreats into the background. This sequence serves as a Pentecost of sorts as the
patients finally embrace the spirit of McMurphy much like the Apostles were filled with the Holy
Spirit following Christ's crucifixion. When the boat is lacking enough life jackets for everyone,
McMurphy takes one for himself to allow the patients most in need of asserting their own
individuality to go without.
Christ's sabbatical in the desert and triumphant return are reflected in McMurphy's period of
playing it safe and toeing the line to appease Nurse Ratched. When McMurphy returns to his old
self, he forces his hand through the window of the nurses' station, which can be taken either as a
metaphor of Christ's clearing the merchants from the temple or his last vestige of human glory
when he returns to Jerusalem on Palm Sunday.
Christ's trial and punishment is echoed when McMurphy and Chief are removed to the Disturbed
Ward where a patient repeats the words of Christ's reluctant adjudicator, Pontius Pilate: "I wash
my hands…." McMurphy lies down arms outspread on the table and refers to the administration
of electroshock conductant as the anointing of his head with "a crown of thorns."
Any retelling of the New Testament Gospels, however, would not be complete without the
inclusion of the Last Supper, a betrayal by a loyal follower, and death and resurrection. The party
held in the ward resembles Christ's Last Supper complete with transubstantiated wine — a
narcotic cough syrup spiked with vodka — and the Mary Magdalene-like presence of the two
prostitutes Candy and Sandy. Bibbit's betrayal does not lie so much in his attempts to lay the
blame for his sexual interlude with Candy on McMurphy as it does with his subsequent suicide.
Judas committed suicide after betraying Christ to the Roman soldiers. Bibbit, on the other hand,
betrays McMurphy by abandoning the spirit of rebellion and self-realization by killing himself out
of fear of his mother's rapprochement.
Realizing that his efforts will be forgotten if he simply escapes after Bibbit's suicide, McMurphy
attacks Ratched. This final, violent act — out of character with Christianity — is the sacrifice
McMurphy makes to guarantee his martyrdom. Ratched cruelly lobotomizes him, relinquishing
him of his very identity. Realizing this, Chief suffocates him, escapes, and lives to relate his gospel
of the life and works of McMurphy.
As noted by critic Gary Carey, however, the parallels between Christ and McMurphy "should not
be pushed too far," noting that their respective martyrdoms "have quite different meanings."
While Christ died to redeem the sins of the individual, writes Carey, McMurphy's death is to save
the patients from the sins society perpetrates against them.
Like the superheroes in comic books, McMurphy differs from Christ in that he weakens as his
followers grow stronger. Indeed, McMurphy adopts the language of the B-movie cowboy or
comic-book hero rather than a religious or even spiritual leader.

Nurse Ratched
The Nurse is a large, cold, unemotional woman whose "face is smooth, calculated, and refined".
Although she has baby blue eyes, a small nose, and large breasts, she is not feminine. She carries
a wicker bag, which is filled with pills, needles, forceps, and the likes. Nurse Ratched has the
power to cut a man down by just looking at him. She succeeds in emasculating the men on her
ward. She makes the patients suffer guilt pangs and often succeeds in turning one against the
other because "she has a genius for insinuation". They are the "rabbits", and she is the "wolf" that
controls them.
The Nurse has the authorities on her side. She also has the Shock Shop to use in keeping the
patients under control. Another weapon she has on her side is "time". She tells her staff that
McMurphy is an ordinary man and given "time", he too will settle down like the other patients.
She is just as sly as McMurphy and realizes that if she gives him too much punishment, she will
only turn him into a martyr or a hero. She, therefore, bides her time, choosing carefully what step
to take next. When McMurphy fights the Black orderlies over George's enema, she has repeated
shock treatments administered to him. When he rips open her shirt to expose her large breasts,
she has him lobotomized. Although she defeats McMurphy, turning him into a vegetable, the Chief

wins a victory against her power by killing McMurphy and escaping from the hospital and her
control.
Nurse Ratched II
A former army nurse, Nurse Ratched represents the oppressive mechanization, dehumanization,
and emasculation of modern society—in Bromden's words, the Combine. Her nickname is “Big
Nurse,” which sounds like Big Brother, the name used in George Orwell's novel 1984 to refer to
an oppressive and all-knowing authority. Bromden describes Ratched as being like a machine,
and her behaviour fits this description: even her name is reminiscent of a mechanical tool,
sounding like both “ratchet” and “wretched.” She enters the novel, and the ward, “with a gust of
cold.” Ratched has complete control over every aspect of the ward, as well as almost complete
control over her own emotions. In the first few pages we see her show her “hideous self” to
Bromden and the aides, only to regain her doll-like composure before any of the patients catch a
glimpse. Her ability to present a false self suggests that the mechanistic and oppressive forces in
society gain ascendance through the dishonesty of the powerful. Without being aware of the
oppression, the quiet and docile slowly become weakened and gradually are subsumed.
Nurse Ratched does possess a non-mechanical and undeniably human feature in her large bosom,
which she conceals as best she can beneath a heavily starched uniform. Her large breasts both
exude sexuality and emphasize her role as a twisted mother figure for the ward. She is able to act
like “an angel of mercy” while at the same time shaming the patients into submission; she knows
their weak spots and exactly where to peck. The patients try to please her during the Group
Meetings by airing their dirtiest, darkest secrets, and then they feel deeply ashamed for how she
made them act, even though they have done nothing. She maintains her power by the strategic
use of shame and guilt, as well as by a determination to “divide and conquer” her patients.
McMurphy manages to ruffle Ratched because he plays her game: he picks up on her weak spots
right away. He uses his overt sexuality to throw her off her machinelike track, and he is not taken
in by her thin facade of compassion or her falsely therapeutic tactics. When McMurphy rips her
shirt open at the end of the novel, he symbolically exposes her hypocrisy and deceit, and she is
never able to regain power.
Nurse Ratched III
In literary terms, Nurse Ratched is a flat character, which means she encounters no changes
whatsoever throughout the book. She begins as a scheming, manipulative agent of the Combine
and remains so at the novel's conclusion. Her depiction resembles the villains of comic books and
one-reel film serials in that she asserts arbitrary control simply because she can.
Much of Ratched's character is evident in her name. McMurphy pronounces it "Rat-shed" during
an early section of the novel, indicating that she possesses rodent-like qualities of working
quietly, quickly, and to the disadvantage of her victims. The reader is reminded that rats were the
carriers of the Black Plague during the Middle Ages, and Ratched infects the hospital's orderlies,
student nurses, public relations personnel, and patients with her irrational desire for order.
The name Ratched is also a pun of "ratchet," which is a both a verb and a noun for a device that
uses a twisting motion to tighten bolts into place. This pun serves a greater metaphorical purpose
in Kesey's hands, as Ratched manipulates the patients and twists them to spy on one another or
expose each others' weaknesses in group sessions. The ratchet, as critic Ronald Wallace notes, is
also "like a ratchet wrench she keeps her patients 'adjusted,' but like a ratchet, a gear in the
Combine, she is herself mechanically enmeshed." The most comic reading of her name, however,
is as a pun on the word "wretched."
As Chief describes Ratched, she "tends to get real put out if something keeps her outfit from
running like a smooth, accurate, precision-made machine. The slightest thing messy or out of
kilter or in the way ties her into a little white knot of tight-smiled fury." Chief goes on to describe
her as resembling a doll on the outside, but mechanized and steel underneath. Her expressions
are always "calculated and mechanical."
The Public Relations man depicts Ratched as "just like a mother," and in terms of such
emasculating mothers as Mrs. Bibbit and Mary Louise Bromden elsewhere in the book, this is
clearly not meant by Kesey to be a compliment. Indeed, Ratched also emasculates the men on the

ward, forcing them to feel like misbehaving little boys, to reveal each others' secrets and to scare
them from ever challenging her authority. But she hides her gender from the world by obscuring
her large breasts as much as possible behind the sterility of a starched white nurse's uniform.
Chief Bromden
The Chief is the narrator of the story who has been a patient at the hospital for over fifteen years.
He is also a paranoid schizophrenic who is fearful of everything and who pretends to be a deaf
mute. Although he is over six and a half feet tall, he sees himself as small and weak throughout
most of the novel. His lack of self-confidence is due to his domineering mother, a white woman
who destroyed her Indian husband by reducing him to an impotent alcoholic. Throughout his
childhood, the Chief's mother also ignored him, causing his mental instability.
When things are not going well for the Chief, he sees a fog surrounding him. He also sees Nurse
Ratched swell up to an unbelievable size. He is sure that the "Combine" and the Nurse will
destroy him, just as his father and his tribe were destroyed. McMurphy, however, is able to
expose the Combine and Nurse Ratched for what they truly are. As a result, he helps the Chief to
have faith in himself and make his fog disappear. The Chief grows so strong and self-reliant in the
course of the novel that he is able to realize what Nurse Ratched has done to McMurphy through
the lobotomy and take matters into his own hands.
At the end of the novel, Chief Bromden suffocates McMurphy with a pillow and then escapes from
the hospital to freedom. He is finally able to stand on his own.
Chief Bromden II
Chief Bromden, nicknamed “Chief Broom” because the aides make him sweep the halls, narrates
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Although he says that he is telling the story about “the hospital,
and her, and the guys—and about McMurphy,” he is also telling the story of his own journey
toward sanity. When the novel begins, Bromden is paranoid, bullied, and surrounded much of the
time by a hallucinated fog that represents both his medicated state and his desire to hide from
reality. Moreover, he believes that he is extremely weak, even though he used to be immensely
strong; because he believes it, he is extremely weak. By the end of the novel, the fog has cleared,
and Bromden has recovered the personal strength to euthanize McMurphy, escape from the
hospital, and record his account of the events.
Bromden is six feet seven inches tall, but because he has been belittled for so long, he thinks he
“used to be big, but not no more.” He has been a patient in an Oregon psychiatric hospital for ten
years. Everyone in the hospital believes that he is deaf and dumb. When McMurphy begins to pull
him out of the fog, he realizes the source of his charade: “it wasn't me that started acting deaf; it
was people that first started acting like I was too dumb to hear or see or say anything at all.” As
Bromden himself is demystified, so too is the truth behind what has oppressed him and hindered
his recovery.
This oppression has been in place since Bromden's childhood. He is the son of Chief Tee Ah
Millatoona, which means The Pine That Stands Tallest on the Mountain, and a white woman,
Mary Louise Bromden, the dominant force in the couple. Chief Bromden bears his mother's last
name; his father's acceptance of her name symbolizes her dominance over him. In one telling
experience, when -Bromden was ten years old, three government officials came to see his father
about buying the tribe's land so they could build a hydroelectric dam, but Bromden was home
alone. When he tried to speak to the officials, they acted as if he was not there. This experience
sows the seeds for his withdrawal into himself, and initiates the outside world's treatment of him
as if he were deaf and dumb. Bromden's mother joined forces with some of the members of the
tribe to pressure Bromden's father to sell the land. Bromden, like his father, is a big man who
comes to feel small and helpless.
The reason for Bromden's hospitalization is cloaked in ambiguity. He may have had a breakdown
from witnessing the decline of his father or from the horrors of fighting in World War II. Both of
these possible scenarios involve an emasculating and controlling authority—in the first case the
government officials, in the second the army. These authority figures provide Bromden with
fodder for his dark vision of society as an oppressive conglomeration that he calls the Combine. It
is also possible that, like McMurphy, Bromden was sane when he entered the hospital but that his
sanity slipped when he received what is rumoured to be 200 electroshock treatments. The

paranoia and hallucinations he suffers from, which centre on hidden machines in the hospital
that physically and psychologically control the patients, can be read as metaphors for the
dehumanization he has experienced in his life.
Chief Bromden III
Because he is the narrator, the reader knows more about Chief than any of the novel's other
characters. The book takes its title from a nursery rhyme Chief learned from his Native American
grandmother. His heritage aligns Chief with the natural world, a world that his white mother
conspired to destroy when she influenced Chief's father to sell his tribal lands. This sale enabled
the construction of a hydroelectric dam on the Columbia River, representing Chief's first
experience of the victory of mechanization over the natural world. He remembers that his mother
kept getting "bigger" while his father "shrunk" into alcoholism and despair. Insult is added to
injury when Chief is forced to adopt his mother's white name, Bromden, rather than his father's
Indian name.
Chief played high school football, which enabled him to travel to different areas. During one outof-town trip, his team is given a tour of a factory where he meets a young African-American
woman who begs him to take her away with him.
Fully grown to 6'7", Chief enters the Army during World War II. In the Army he learns about the
electronics that he will later schizophrenically hallucinate as part of the Combine. The Combine is
the invention of Chief's paranoia; a large mechanized matrix that enforces its control over
humankind by making it conform to rigid standards of behaviour. Chief believes he can hear the
mechanized gears of the Combine behind the walls and beneath the floors of the hospital where
he has been living as a deaf-mute since the war.
As the novel progresses, Chief's delusions decrease. He no longer witnesses the fog that the
Combine would regularly emit on the ward, and he even begins to communicate verbally with
McMurphy and the other ward patients. A strong man who doubts his own powers, Chief's
confidence is returned by McMurphy's program to "blow" the deflated Chief back up. His
salvation is completed when he performs a mercy killing on the lobotomized McMurphy and
escapes from the hospital. The victory of his escape, however, is undermined by the novel's first
chapter in which the Chief appears to be telling the story from the hospital ward. "But it's all the
truth even if it didn't happen," he writes, leading the reader to doubt the success of McMurphy's
rebellion.
Dale Harding
An intelligent, educated, and effeminate man, Harding is initially set up as McMurphy's foil. He
exists totally within the realm of his mind whereas McMurphy represents a natural man. Harding
chooses to lead his life as an individual repressing his homosexual urges while suffering the
humiliation of never fully pleasing his promiscuously unfaithful wife. Nurse Ratched seems
pleased to remind the group that "his wife's ample bosom at times gives him a feeling of
inferiority," while Chief describes him as "a wild, jerky puppet doing a high-strung dance."
Despite his weakness, Harding is the first patient to acknowledge to McMurphy that the patients
"are victims of a matriarchy." He also becomes McMurphy's most ardent supporter, defending
him against Ratched's assertion that McMurphy acts only out of self-interest. In McMurphy's
absence, Harding takes over leadership responsibilities by adopting McMurphy's mannerisms
and behaviour. After the party, Harding is among the first patients to leave the hospital.
Billy Bibbit
Because of the virginity he retains until he is more than 30 years old, Bibbit is perhaps the most
repressed member of the group. His mother employs Oedipal tactics to keep Bibbit attached to
her. This woman also maintains a close relationship with Nurse Ratched, a relationship crucial to
the outcome of the novel.
Bibbit behaves in an adolescent fashion at the beginning of the novel, giggling into his hand at
prurient remarks and writing down his observations concerning members of the group in
Ratched's book. His ineffectuality is underscored by the scars on his wrists from an unsuccessful

suicide attempt made when his mother forced him to break off an engagement with a woman she
felt was socially beneath her son.
Bibbit eventually comes to idolize McMurphy, who is only four years his senior. McMurphy
arranges for Bibbit to lose his virginity to Candy Starr, initiating the chain of events that causes
Bibbit's suicide and McMurphy's lobotomy and subsequent murder. While still susceptible to
Ratched's manipulations, Bibbit nevertheless finds the strength to succeed in killing himself in
defiance of her authority and as penance for betraying McMurphy. It is telling that Bibbit
succeeds by cutting his own throat when he was previously unable to succeed in the more simple
task of cutting his wrists.
The Patients
The patients are described as "rabbits" chased by a wolf and as "chickens" that peck each other
until they bleed to death. They have been driven to total fear and subjection by Nurse Ratched. As
a group, they are given encouragement and strength by McMurphy, who is brave enough to fight
the authorities. Only Harding and Billy Bibbit stand out as individuals amongst the patients.
Harding is a weak effeminate man, ashamed of his unmanliness. He has been accused of
everything from homosexuality to having nothing between his legs but "a patch of hair". He is
constantly trying to hide his hands, which are white and beautiful. His final victory over the
Nurse and women in general is when he walks out of the hospital against medical advice and has
his wife pick him up, showing that now he controls his own life rather than being controlled by
the women that surround him.
Billy, on the other hand, is a thirty-one year old man, who is permanently reduced to a stuttering,
unconfident child. Until the party given in his honour, he has remained a virgin, never daring to
have a female relationship because of the women in his life. His domineering mother, like the Big
Nurse, has always been in control. When Nurse Ratched finds out he has slept with Candy, she
threatens to tell his mother about the incident. Not wanting to be shamed, Billy slits his throat
and dies.
The other patients in the ward are truly ill. Martini sees things that are invisible to others. George
is terrified of dirt. Seefeld and Frederickson are fearful epileptics. Scanlon and Cheswick are selfdestructive.
The Staff
The hospital staff is sometimes weirder than the patient population. Nurse Ratched is a
mechanized, unemotional woman who dominates her staff members. The Doctor is an opium
addict who fears exposure by the Nurse and, therefore, follows her orders. The three Black
orderlies are warped, homosexuals who perpetrate atrocities on the patients. The Nurse with the
scar is a devout Catholic who is terrified of sex. She believes that her scar is the result of
associating with the patients. The rest of the staff is too weak to do anything, even if they
disagree with Nurse Ratched.
Structure
The novel is narrated from the point of view of Chief Bromden. It is divided into four parts. Parts
I, II and IV are set inside the hospital premises itself, and Part III is set on a boat. Each chapter
ends with a big victory for McMurphy and the patients.
Part I starts with the admission of McMurphy, who immediately begins to cause trouble for Nurse
Ratched. It ends with McMurphy winning the patients to his side over the World Series issue. In
Part II, McMurphy learns that it is the Big Nurse who is in charge of discharges. He then tries to
become a model patient for awhile.
When McMurphy realizes that these patients, who have voluntarily admitted themselves, rely on
him for strength and courage, he takes up the fight once again. At the end of Part II, McMurphy
breaks the glass of the Nurse's station to prove his again fighting for the patients against the
repressive forces of the hospital staff. In Part III, McMurphy takes the patients on a fishing trip.
Upon their return at the end of Part III, they begin to fend for themselves for the first time.

In Part IV, the Nurse tries to drive a wedge between McMurphy and the others by making him
seem only like a money grabbing con man. He foils her plan by sticking up for one of the patients
and beating up the Black orderlies. His actions land him in the shock shop, which ironically
restores everyone's faith in him. After Billy's party and suicide, McMurphy strikes back at Nurse
Ratched by attacking her and tearing her uniform open. This proves to be the last straw for Nurse
Ratched, and she has McMurphy lobotomized. The Chief cannot bear to see McMurphy in such a
state, mercifully kills him, and then escapes. It is the last victory over the Big Nurse in the book.
Narrative Technique
Kesey has cleverly chosen Chief Bromden as his narrator and achieves technical excellence in the
narration. Using the same method that Melville used in 'Moby Dick', Bromden acts like a prism,
and the events and characters are filtered through his imagination, appearing as he sees them.
The fact that the narrator is a paranoid schizophrenic absolves the author from presenting an
objective account of what goes on inside the hospital; as a result of the Chief's perspective, the
narration is often magical and incoherent. It also contains many flashbacks that are effectively
incorporated and developed.
First Person, Chief Bromden
Chief Bromden is a Columbia Indian who suffers from schizophrenia. Although he plays a central
role in the story, he is largely an observer. Chief is an interesting narrator because he is certainly
not unbiased, and his mental illness can also shed doubt on his reliability. Chief goes in and out of
feeling that he’s in a fog, and even has numerous hallucinations and an elaborate conspiracy
theory about the world being a machine called the Combine. In the first chapter, even
Chief himself brings up the issue of his reliability. He says, "[…] you think the guy telling this is
ranting and raving my God; you think this is too horrible to have really happened, this is too
awful to be the truth! But, please. It’s hard for me to have a clear mind thinking on it. But it’s the
truth even if it didn’t happen." Essentially, Chief does have a mental illness and he doesn’t have a
"clear mind," but does that mean he’s not a trustworthy narrator. Chief even insinuates that at
least some of the story he’s telling didn’t actually happen. But, he still says his story is true. It’s up
to the reader to decide, in this novel, whether or not to trust Chief.
Narrative Style
Kesey’s decision to make Chief Bromden the narrator of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest was
simply a brilliant idea. Chief can't speak, so instead he’s sitting back, observing the ward, and
taking stock of everything. They know he’s watching, but the men don’t know how perceptive he
is. In making Chief an intelligent, calm, and sharp narrator, Kesey is able to depict the men and
the asylum in an insightful, logical, and detailed way. Chief tells us what’s going on – he’s our eyes
and ears in the asylum – and we feel like we can trust him completely.
As for the dialogue, Kesey lets his characters go wild. He lets the men hoot, holler, and carry-on as
they see fit. McMurphy’s vernacular tells us a lot about him – how smart he is, how he approaches
life, the way he communicates with the men, and the way he deals with Nurse Ratched. His
speech also captures a colloquial way of speaking that was characteristic of the era.
Look at this telling passage, about half-way through the book:
McMurphy doesn’t know it, but he’s onto what I realized a long time back, that it’s not just the Big
Nurse by herself, but it’s the whole Combine, the nation-wide Combine that’s the really big force, and
the nurse is just a high-ranking official among them.
The guys don’t agree with McMurphy. They say they know what the trouble with things is, then get
in an argument about that. They argue till McMurphy interrupts them.
“Hell’s bells, listen at you,” McMurphy says. “All I hear is gripe, gripe, gripe. About the nurse or the
staff or the hospital. Scanlon wants to bomb the whole outfit. Sefelt blames the drugs. Frederickson
blames his family trouble. Well, you’re all just passing the buck.”

Here we see that Chief is on top of his game. He’s smart. He’s observant. He has opinions and
theories. Take a look at McMurphy’s language – it situates him in history and location, but it also
shows how he’s honest and upfront with the guys and is not afraid of being rough or crass. One of
the most impressive things about One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest is how masterfully Kesey uses
dialogue and narration.
Title & Epigraph
The title comes from a child’s rhyme, which also serves as the epigraph. The epigraph reads "One
flew east, one flew west, / One flew over the cuckoo’s nest." Since the title is only the second half
of the epigraph, "one flew over the cuckoo’s nest" must be the portion of the rhyme that Kesey
felt was most important. Flying over the cuckoo’s nest is probably a way of expressing that
someone is crazy (think back to elementary school when you’d call people "cuckoo" as an insult).
The character that goes crazy in the end of the book isn’t the narrator, Chief – by the closing of
the novel he’s remarkably sane. McMurphy, the guy who enters the ward seeming pretty sane,
although mischievous, ends up being lobotomized. As a result, McMurphy is probably the
character that "flew over the cuckoo’s nest."
The epigraph refers to a children’s rhyme about birds. The verses are taken from a longer
children’s counting rhyme, part of which goes like this:
Three geese in a flock.
One flew east, one flew west,
One flew over the cuckoo's nest.
O-U-T spells OUT,
Goose swoops down and plucks you out.
One way to think the meaning of the epigraph is that there are two distinct groups presented: the
geese that fly east and those that fly west. These groups are going in opposite directions, kind of
like the patients versus Nurse Ratched and her hospital staff minions. The goose that flies over
the cuckoo’s nest would be McMurphy, because he’s the one that ends up crazy (or cuckoo) in the
end because of his lobotomy. Notice how one goose also escapes and is plucked from the
"cuckoo’s nest" or the asylum. That one goose would be Chief. But Chief didn’t find out how to
escape alone; McMurphy played the saviour, teaching Chief how to escape from the ward.
Major Themes
Societal repression over the individual
In this novel, Kesey has shown the disastrous results of society's repressive forces and tried to
secure a victory for the individual over such forces. Men like Harding, Billy Bibbit, Seefeld,
Frederickson, and McMurphy are not really crazy. McMurphy is in the hospital because he has
feigned insanity. Seefeld and Frederickson are epileptics who have trouble coping with their
disease. Harding and Billy are, as McMurphy says, "not any crazier than the average ashore on the
street". They are here because they cannot cope with society. They have been beaten into
submission, and their individuality has been suppressed. They believe that living in society is too
hard. They feel they are "rabbits" who need a "fox," like the Nurse, to control them; unfortunately,
they cannot cope with their "rabbithood" and will remain rabbits for the rest of their lives. Billy
has been laughed at his whole life. His stuttering speech is an indication of his weakness, just as
Harding's hands are his drawback. Even the Black orderlies have suffered at the hands of society,
and the Nurse uses their hatred to control them and help them control others. They have been
trained to take insults and, therefore, nothing affects them.
The Chief, largely due to his being an Indian, has been treated as subhuman. He was ignored and
forced into invisibility by the government who took away his father's land. His father, who was a
strong man, became a drunkard because of society's atrocities. The Chief, however, learns to use
his "invisibility" to his advantage. While everyone thinks he is deaf and mute, he listens in on
their conversations and learns all about what is going on around him.
The repressive society cannot tolerate a man like McMurphy, who is strong enough to teach
others about the wrongs around them. He refuses to conform to the rules of the repressive

society and rebels against it; as a result, he is destroyed through a lobotomy that renders him
incapable of thinking or acting against the repressive forces.
Society's Destruction of Natural Impulses
Kesey uses mechanical imagery to represent modern society and biological imagery to represent
nature. By means of mechanisms and machines, society gains control of and suppresses
individuality and natural impulses. The hospital, representative of society at large, is decidedly
unnatural: the aides and Nurse Ratched are described as being made of motley machine parts. In
Chief Bromden's dream, when Blastic is disembowelled, rust, not blood, spills out, revealing that
the hospital destroyed not only his life but his humanity as well. Bromden's realization that the
hospital treats human beings in an unnatural fashion, and his concomitant growing selfawareness, occur as a surrounding fog dissipates. It is no surprise that Bromden believes this fog
is a construction of machines controlled by the hospital and by Nurse Ratched.
Bromden, as the son of an Indian chief, is a combination of pure, natural individuality and a spirit
almost completely subverted by mechanized society. Early on, he had free will, and he can
remember and describe going hunting in the woods with his relatives and the way they spear
salmon. The government, however, eventually succeeds in paying off the tribe so their fishing
area can be converted into a profitable hydroelectric dam. The tribe members are banished into
the technological workforce, where they become “hypnotized by routine,” like the “half-life
things” that Bromden witnesses coming out of the train while he is on fishing excursions. In the
novel's present time, Bromden himself ends up semi-catatonic and paranoid, a mechanical drone
who is still able to think and conjecture to some extent on his own.
McMurphy represents unbridled individuality and free expression—both intellectual and sexual.
One idea presented in this novel is that a man's virility is equated with a state of nature, and the
state of civilized society requires that he be desexualized. But McMurphy battles against letting
the oppressive society make him into a machinelike drone, and he manages to maintain his
individuality until his ultimate objective—bringing this individuality to the others—is complete.
However, when his wildness is provoked one too many times by Nurse Ratched, he ends up being
destroyed by modern society's machines of oppression.
Rebellion Against Authority and Conformism
The psychiatric ward where the novel takes place can be seen as a microcosm of society. Society
is presented as a ruthlessly efficient machine (the Combine) that makes everyone conform to its
narrow rules. All individuality is squeezed out of people, and the natural, joyful expressions of life
are suppressed. In the hospital ward, the representative of society is the Big Nurse. She embodies
order, efficiency, repression (including sexual repression), slavery and tyranny. She fulfils the
need of society to somehow “repair” those who do not fit into its model so they can be sent back
to take their places as cogs in the great machine. If they refuse or resist, they are destroyed by
invasive, abusive treatments such as electro-shock therapy and brain surgery.
Against the Big Nurse, who serves the will of the collective, is set McMurphy, who embodies
spontaneity, instinct, sexuality, individuality, and freedom. This is the central conflict of the novel.
McMurphy, who has moved around a lot during his life, taking many jobs, never marrying, and
living by his wits, has managed to escape the corroding influence of the Combine. He is ideally
suited to get the men in the ward to see what they have lost, and to help them recover it.
McMurphy’s efforts to encourage freedom and spontaneity in the men and to defeat the Big
Nurse and all she stands for, reaches two grand climaxes in the novel. The first of these is the
fishing trip, in which the men rediscover their own power in a natural environment. The second
is the Bacchanalian revel at night in the ward, when all the repressive rules of the Combine are
flouted in a drunken orgy.
Chief Bromden plays an important role in this theme of repression and freedom. His life story is
told in more detail than the others. He was born into an Indian tribe that lived in close touch with
nature. He recalls hunting in the woods and fishing for salmon as a boy. But the Indians’
independent way of life was destroyed by the greed of white society that took their land and used
it to install a hydroelectric dam where the best fishing grounds had been. After a technological
work force had been trained to manage the new facilities, the men lost all their individuality.
They all had to conform to the same standardized model and became in Bromden’s view only half

alive. The fact that in the hospital the Chief pretends to be deaf and dumb indicates the total
suppression of a more natural, individualized way of life. It is fitting therefore that at the end of
the novel Bromden escapes, and there are hints that perhaps some of the way of life that he
remembers from his boyhood can be recaptured.
Rebellion
McMurphy’s rebellion against the paltry rules that govern the ward throws everybody into an
uproar. Patients respond with warmth as they suddenly realize they’ve been dead all these years,
lulled into a false sense of security by allowing others to control their every waking moment –
and, well, their sleeping moments, too. Rebellion turns out not to be a light-hearted game, but a
serious struggle in a life or death situation.
Freedom and confinement
The novel’s protagonist chafes at being locked up in a mental institution, but most of the patients
are there voluntarily because they find freedom and safety in being confined. The world is
divided into the world inside the asylum (confined) and the world Outside (freedom). But even
the world inside the mental ward is divided into freedom and confinement. Though many of the
men want to be in the mental institution, they still want to enjoy certain freedoms and they
struggle with the way they’re treated – how they can be sent to the Disturbed ward or for
electroshock therapy or to Seclusion simply for asking that they be allowed to keep their own
cigarettes.
Laws and order
Nurse Ratched uses an extensive system of rules and regulations, as well as an ordered routine,
to keep the asylum patients under control. Many of the rules Nurse Ratched has in place are
petty; the only point of most rules is for Nurse Ratched to display her control over the patients’
lives. Rules range from music constantly remaining on in the main hangout room, the staff
members not being allowed to eat with patients, and the toothpaste being locked away as if it
could be used as a weapon or a way of escaping the ward. In this novel, rules are not in place to
protect people, but to hold them down. The characters are freed by breaking the rules.
Matriarchy and the power of women over men
The novel reveals that women have power over men and what this power can do if it is allowed
to become out of proportion. Harding, Billy Bibbitt, and the Chief's father are all emasculated by
women. Harding is not man enough for his wife, and she accuses him of everything from being a
homosexual to not having enough of anything to satisfy her. His problem is further complicated
by his beautiful, white hands that are feminine and cause him shame. Billy is not good enough for
his mother. She dominates him, does not consider him a man, and treats him like a child. When
Nurse Ratched threatens to tell his mother that Billy has slept with a prostitute, he is so fearful
and ashamed that he slits his own throat. The Chief's father is made "small" by his white wife,
who joins with the government people to convince her husband to sell his land. She renders him
powerless and ineffective, causing him to become a drunkard.
Nurse Ratched also tries to emasculate the patients. She threatens them and controls them
through fear. When she is not successful in gaining control over a patient, she orders shock
treatments to accomplish her goal. When she cannot successfully render McMurphy powerless,
she has him lobotomized so that she can control him and use him as an example to other patients.
The Role of Women in the Novel
In the novel, Kesey has put women into two opposite categories. They are alluded to mostly in a
sexual context of either depriving the patients of their manhood or helping them assert it.
Women like Nurse Ratched, the Chief's mother, Billy's mother, and Harding's wife are the
representatives of the repressive society who cause men to suffer and lose their masculinity. The
other category of women are those like Candy, whose purpose is to serve men. Candy's role in the
novel is to help Billy reach manhood.

Nurse Ratched is the perfect representative of the repressive society. She controls her patients
with an "iron fist"; if one of them does not fear and respect her, she uses shock treatment to bring
him under control. In a like manner, Mrs. Bromden, achieves total "castration" of her husband
and son. The Chief even carries his mother's name instead of his father's, completing his virtual
castration and showing that matriarchy triumphs. In the novel, Nurse Ratched becomes a
surrogate mother to the Chief and to Billy; to Harding, she becomes a surrogate wife.
It is important to remember that the characters are described by Chief Bromden, who is a
paranoid schizophrenic. His description of all the women characters are obviously collared by the
perception that he has of his domineering and repressive mother.
Women as Castrators
With the exception of the prostitutes, who are portrayed as good, the women in One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest are uniformly threatening and terrifying figures. Bromden, the narrator, and
McMurphy, the protagonist, both tend to describe the suffering of the mental patients as a matter
of emasculation or castration at the hands of Nurse Ratched and the hospital supervisor, who is
also a woman. The fear of women is one of the novel's most central features. The male characters
seem to agree with Harding, who complains, “We are victims of a matriarchy here.”
Indeed, most of the male patients have been damaged by relationships with overpowering
women. For instance, Bromden's mother is portrayed as a castrating woman; her husband took
her last name, and she turned a big, strong chief into a small, weak alcoholic. According to
Bromden, she built herself up emotionally, becoming bigger than either he or his father, by
constantly putting them down. Similarly, Billy Bibbit's mother treats him like an infant and does
not allow him to develop sexually. Through sex with Candy, Billy briefly regains his confidence. It
is no coincidence that this act, which symbolically resurrects his manhood, also literally
introduces his penis to sexual activity. Thus, his manhood—in both senses—returns until
Ratched takes it away by threatening to tell his mother and driving him to commit suicide.
More explicit images of and references to castration appear later in the novel, cementing Kesey's
idea of emasculation by the frigid nurse. When Rawler, a patient in the Disturbed ward, commits
suicide by cutting off his own testicles, Bromden remarks that “all the guy had to do was wait,”
implying that the institution itself would have castrated him in the long run. The hospital, run by
women, treats only male patients, showing how women have the ability to emasculate even the
most masculine of men. Finally, near the end of the novel, after McMurphy has already received
three shock treatments that do not seem to have had an effect on him, Nurse Ratched suggests
taking more drastic measures: “an operation.” She means, of course, a lobotomy, but McMurphy
beats her to the punch by joking about castration. Both operations remove a man's individuality,
freedom, and ability for sexual expression. Kesey portrays the two operations as symbolically the
same.
The Role of Women in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
The female characters in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest can be divided into two extreme
categories: "ball-cutters" and whores. The former is represented by Nurse Ratched, Harding's
wife, Billy Bibbit's mother, and Chief Bromden's mother.
Each of these women are intent on dominating men by emasculating them, whereas the whores
Candy and Sandy are dedicated to pleasuring men and doing what they're told. Despite the
obvious nature of this observation, Kesey aims higher than asserting male dominance over
female acquiescence. His goal is to assert those qualities identified as feminine to undermine
those qualities considered masculine.
In between the two female extremes of ball-cutter and whore is the Asian-American nurse in the
Disturbed Ward who bandages McMurphy. She represents an ideal middle ground — a
compassionate, intelligent, nurturing woman who is nevertheless powerless to save McMurphy.
McMurphy flirts with her after she relates Ratched's history to him. She doesn't succumb to his
advances, presumably to display that Kesey realizes that women are more than sexual playthings.
Her presence in the novel is short-lived, however, and McMurphy is quickly returned to the
machinations of Nurse Ratched.

"We are victims of a matriarchy here," Harding acknowledges to McMurphy after McMurphy
characterizes his first group therapy meeting as "a pecking party." When Harding protests that
Ratched is "not some kind of giant monster of the poultry clan, bent on sadistically pecking out
our eyes," McMurphy responds, "No buddy, not that. She ain't pecking at your eyes. That's not
what she's peckin' at."
However, McMurphy acknowledges that not all ball-cutters are women when he continues:
"No, that nurse ain't some kinda monster chicken, buddy, what she is is a ball-cutter. I've seen a
thousand of 'em, old and young, men and women. Seen 'em all over the country and in the homes
— people who try to make you weak so they can get you to toe the line, to follow their rules, to
live like they want you to. And the best way to do this, to get you to knuckle under, is to weaken
you by gettin' you where it hurts the worst."
By polarizing the battle between repression and freedom as a battle between feminization and
masculinity, machinery versus nature, and civilized versus wild, Kesey offers a simplified
mythology much like the comic book heroes he reveres. The war isn't between the sexes, but an
archetypal battle between the more positive masculine qualities and the more negative feminine
qualities. This motif suits his purpose because it allows Kesey to express a worldview of good
against evil in which one of the cardinal virtues of McMurphy's world is masculinity. It is the
masculine virtue that engenders nature, spontaneity, sexual freedom, and rebellion against the
feminine qualities of societal repression under the guise of civilization.
Of the antagonistic women in the book, the reader learns most about Nurse Ratched and Chief
Bromden's mother. Chief's observations of her on the ward illustrate Nurse Ratched, but the
reader knows more about the castration of husband and son through the depiction of Chief's
mother.
It is through Mrs. Bromden that the government gains rights to the Indian land on which the dam
is built. Two white men and a woman come to speak to the Chief's father, but the woman realizes
that the better approach is to speak first with Chief's white mother.
Once Chief's mother convinces her husband to sell the land in order for her to return to
civilization, both husband and son begin to lose their identities. Chief relates that his father
begins to "shrink" in size after taking his wife's last name as his own: "You're the biggest by God
fool if you think that a good Christian woman takes on a name like Tee Ah Millatoona. You were
born into a name, so okay, I'm born into a name. Bromden. Mary Louise Bromden."
Adopting the mother's name is a mark of an ultimate sacrifice Chief's father makes to appease his
wife, losing in turn his own pride and self-sufficiency. Father and son are forced to adopt the
white person's name and lose all that Tee Ah Millatoona (meaning the Pine-That-Stands-Talleston-the-Mountain) symbolizes. The result is the alcoholism and death of the father and the
institutionalization of the son.
Manipulation
Nurse Ratched, the novel’s antagonist, maintains her power on the ward by manipulating the
men’s fears and desires. She uses shame to keep them submissive. She manipulates her staff
through insinuation and by carefully stroking their hatred. When she is unable to get the
protagonist, McMurphy, under control, she tries to manipulate the other patients to turn against
him by suggesting that he is manipulative himself and has never helped the men without getting
something (like money) in return.
Importance of Sexual Freedom
The world portrayed in the hospital ward is one of sexual repression and inhibition. This is
exemplified in the Big Nurse as well as in Nurse Pilbow, who is frightened of the patients’
sexuality. It is frequently emphasized that the Big Nurse has large breasts, the mark of her
femininity, but she tries to conceal them. Everything about her and the ward is sterile, cold, and
lifeless, from the Big Nurse’s manner down to the white starched uniforms of the staff.
The first thing that McMurphy notices about the ward is that the Big Nurse emasculates and
weakens the men. He calls her a “ball-cutter” (p. 58), and Harding agrees. In other words, the
ward is like a matriarchal society which castrates men. This is graphically symbolized by the

death of Rawler, who commits suicide by castrating himself and bleeding to death. In a less literal
manner, this is what is happening to all the patients.
In contrast, McMurphy is totally open about sex and enjoys his masculine sexual power. He
frequently makes sexual remarks to the Big Nurse. He tells the doctor about the statutory rape
charge against him without any shame, claiming that the girl lied about her age and was as much
the instigator of the act as he was. When he and the men return from the fishing trip he tells a
fond story of how he first had sex when he was less than ten years old, with a 9-year-old girl
named Judy. Her dress is still caught up high in the branches of a tree, and all the men see it as
they drive past the house. For McMurphy, this is almost a badge of honour.
When he tells the Chief that he can restore him to his original size, he tries to encourage the
Indian by visualizing women clamouring for his sexual attentions. McMurphy thinks that Billy
Bibbit, instead of being cooped up in a psychiatric ward, should really be out pursuing girls, and
he clearly believes that Billy can conquer his stutter by having sex with Candy.
Finally, when McMurphy attacks the Big Nurse, rips her clothes and exposes her breasts, he
defuses her power by showing her sexual identity as a woman. This is part of the reason that her
power over the men is broken. The visible sight of her femininity frees them to be more like men.
The Importance of Expressing Sexuality
It is implied throughout the novel that a healthy expression of sexuality is a key component of
sanity, and that repression of sexuality leads directly to insanity. Most of the patients have
warped sexual identities because of damaging relationships with women. Perverted sexual
expressions are said to take place in the ward: the aides supposedly engage in illicit “sex acts”
that nobody witnesses, and on several occasions it is suggested that they rape patients, such as
Taber, with Ratched's implicit permission, symbolized by the jar of Vaseline she leaves with
them. Add to that the castrating power of Nurse Ratched, and the ward is left with, as Harding
says, “comical little creatures who can't even achieve masculinity in the rabbit world.” Missing
from the halls of the mental hospital are healthy, natural expressions of sexuality between two
people.
McMurphy's bold assertion of his sexuality, symbolized from the start by his playing cards
depicting fifty-two sexual positions, his pride in having had a voracious fifteen-year-old lover,
and his Moby-Dick boxer shorts, clashes with the sterile and sexless ward that Nurse Ratched
tries to maintain. We learn that McMurphy first had sex at age ten with a girl perhaps even
younger, and that her dress from that momentous occasion, which inspired him to become a
“dedicated lover,” still hangs outdoors for everyone to see. McMurphy's refusal to conform to
society mirrors his refusal to desexualize himself, and the sexuality exuding from his personality
is like a dress waving in the wind like a flag.
McMurphy attempts to cure Billy Bibbit of his stutter by arranging for him to lose his virginity
with Candy. Instead, Billy gets shamed into suicide by the puritanical Ratched. By the end of the
novel, McMurphy has been beaten into the ground to the point that he resorts to sexual
violence—which had never been a part of his persona previous to being committed, despite
Nurse Pilbow's fears—by ripping open Ratched's uniform.
Theme of Madness
Although most of the characters in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest are considered mentally ill,
the plot of the novel suggests that there’s a thin line between "normal" and "abnormal." Much of
the difference between the normal and the abnormal consists of fear. As one of the patients in the
asylum suggests, he could live in the Outside world if only he had the guts. He doesn’t have the
guts, so he finds safety in being institutionalized and considered "crazy."
False Diagnoses of Insanity
McMurphy's sanity, symbolized by his free laughter, open sexuality, strength, size, and
confidence, stands in contrast to what Kesey implies, ironically and tragically, is an insane
institution. Nurse Ratched tells another nurse that McMurphy seems to be a manipulator, just like
a former patient, Maxwell Taber. Taber, Bromden explains, was a “big, griping Acute” who once
asked a nurse what kind of medication he was being given. He was subjected to electroshock
treatments and possibly brain work, which left him docile and unable to think. The insanity of the

institution is fore grounded when a man who asks a simple question is tortured and rendered
inhuman. It is a Catch-22: only a sane man would question an irrational system, but the act of
questioning means his sanity will inevitably be compromised.
Throughout the novel, the sane actions of men contrast with the insane actions of the institution.
At the end of Part II, when McMurphy and the patients stage a protest against Nurse Ratched for
not letting them watch the World Series, a sensible request for which McMurphy generates a
sensible solution, she loses control and, as Bromden notes, looks as crazy as they do. Moreover,
Kesey encourages the reader to consider the value of alternative states of perception, which
some people also might consider crazy. For instance, Bromden's hallucinations about hidden
machinery may seem crazy, but in actuality they reveal his insight into the hospital's insidious
power over the patients.
In addition, when the patients go on the fishing excursion they discover that mental illness can
have an aspect of power in that they can intimidate the station attendants with their insanity.
Harding gives Hitler as an example in discussing Ratched, suggesting that she, like Hitler, is a
psychopath who has discovered how to use her insanity to her advantage. Bromden, at one point,
thinks to himself, “You're making sense, old man, a sense of your own. You're not crazy the way
they think.” “[C]razy the way they think,” however, is all that matters in this hospital. The
authority figures decide who is sane and who is insane, and by deciding it, they make it reality.
Invisibility
Many important elements in the novel are either hidden from view or invisible. For example,
Bromden tries to be as invisible as possible. He has achieved this invisibility by pretending not to
understand what is going on around him, so people notice him less and less. Moreover, he
imagines a fog surrounding him that hides him and keeps him safe. He keeps both his body and
his mind hidden.
Bromden's hallucinations about hidden machines that control the patients call attention to the
fact that the power over the patients is usually covert. He imagines that the patients are
implanted with tiny machines that record and control their movements from the inside. The truth
is that Nurse Ratched manages to rule by insinuation, without ever having to be explicit about
her accusations and threats, so it seems as though the patients themselves have absorbed her
influence—she becomes a sort of twisted conscience.
When McMurphy smashes through the glass window of the Nurses' Station, his excuse is that the
glass was so clean he could not see it. By smashing it, he reminds the patients that although they
cannot always see Ratched's or society's manipulation, it still operates on them.
The Power of Laughter
The power of laughter resonates throughout the novel. McMurphy's laughter is the first genuine
laughter heard on the ward in years. McMurphy's first inkling that things are strange among the
patients is that none of them are able to laugh; they can only smile and snicker behind their
hands. Bromden remembers a scene from his childhood when his father and relatives mocked
some government officials, and he realizes how powerful their laughter was: “I forget sometimes
what laughter can do.” For McMurphy, laughter is a potent defence against society's insanity, and
anyone who cannot laugh properly has no chance of surviving. By the end of the fishing trip,
Harding, Scanlon, Doctor Spivey, and Sefelt are all finally able to participate in real, thunderous
laughter, a sign of their physical and psychological recovery.
Real Versus Imagined Size
Bromden describes people by their true size, not merely their physical size. Kesey implies that
when people allow others, such as governments and institutions, to define their worth, they can
end up far from their natural state. Nurse Ratched's true size, for example, is “big as a tractor,”
because she is powerful and unstoppable. Bromden, though he is six feet seven inches tall, feels
much smaller and weaker. He tells McMurphy, “I used to be big, but not no more.” As for
McMurphy, Bromden says he is “broad as Papa was tall,” and his father was named The Pine That
Stands Tallest on the Mountain. Bromden says his mother was twice the size of he and his father

put together, because she belittled them both so much. With McMurphy's help, Bromden is
gradually “blown back up to full size” as he regains his self-esteem, sexuality, and individuality.
Literary Devices
Religious Imagery
Throughout the novel, Kesey makes allusions to McMurphy as a Christ figure. The religious
references increase in intensity and number as McMurphy's martyrdom becomes imminent. The
first example of this is Ellis, the chronic patient, who stands "crucified" to the wall, held in place
by nails. His position mimics the shape of the table in the shock shop, where patients are given
shock therapy. They are strapped to the table with arms outspread, just like Christ was nailed to
the cross.
The second religious reference comes just before the fishing expedition, when Ellis unhooks his
arm, shakes Billy Bibbit's hand, and tells him to be a "fisher of men", which is the phrase Christ
used while telling his disciples to win people over as converts. The fishing trip is the "salvation"
of the patients, where they learn to fend for themselves. The patients are twelve in number, the
same number as Christ's disciples. By sitting back and letting the others handle the storm on
their own, McMurphy helps them prove their worth to themselves, just as Christ taught the
disciples to be self-sufficient in preparation for his own death and departure.
When McMurphy and the Chief are taken to the Disturbed ward, they meet a patient who says, "I
wash my hands of the whole deal", bringing to mind Pontius Pilate, who washed his hands of
Christ's crucifixion. While the two patients await their turn at the Shock Shop, they hear a patient
cry out, "It's my cross, thank you Lord". Before the treatment is administered to him, McMurphy
"climbs on the table without any help and spreads his arms out to hit the shadow. A switch snaps
the clasps on his wrists, ankles, clamping him into the shadow". When the graphite salve is put on
his temples and he is told that it is conductant, he says "Anointest my head with conductant. Do I
get a crown of thorns?". They also give him a rubber hose to bite on, just as Christ was given a
sponge soaked in vinegar to suck on.
The most significant religious image is that both McMurphy and Christ die to save others and give
them hope. McMurphy saves the patients from the repressive society and teaches them to have
hope in themselves; Christ saves mankind from sin and teaches them to have hope in a life
eternal.
Christian Symbolism
As the novel progresses, it becomes clear that McMurphy is to be regarded as a Christ-figure.
There are foreshadowings of this early in the novel in the patient Ellis, who received EST and is
now nailed to the wall with his arms stretched out, as if he were being crucified (this is how
Bromden sees him). It is Ellis who says to Billy Bibbit, as the men are about to set out for the
fishing trip, to be a “fisher of men” (p. 222), which is what Christ said to the fisherman Peter
when he called Peter to be his disciple. The table which is used for the EST treatments is shaped
like a cross, which suggests the crucifixion of Christ. McMurphy takes twelve people with him on
the trip, just as Christ had twelve disciples, and he chooses to see out his mission to free the
patients from their slavery to the hospital, even at the expense of his own safety. (For other
examples of Christian symbolism, see the Analysis sections that follow the Plot Summaries.)
The Combine
Combine is the term given to a threshing machine used for mowing down and harvesting wheat.
This term is used by the Chief to represent the repressive forces of society that mows down the
individual. Throughout the novel, references to the combine abound, starting from the very first
page and continuing until the last one.
The Chief recognizes the potential of the Combine to mow down and mould a man into what it
wishes him to be; he even tells McMurphy about its existence and power. He warns McMurphy
that the Combine cannot let a man as big and as powerful as McMurphy exists unless he is on
society's repressive side.

Since McMurphy is opposed to the Combine, it will try to cut him down to size, which it succeeds
in doing through a lobotomy.
According to the Chief, the Combine starts to work on people when they are small, even resorting
to the installation of devices that can control the individual. He explains how the Combine came
and took away the land of his tribe and rendered his father useless. Although his father had been
the respected Chief of the tribe and was a big man, the Combine took away his bigness and forced
him into such misery that he became an alcoholic. When the patients go on a fishing trip, the
Chief sees the Combine at work. It has made everything appear the same, like a "hatch of identical
insects." Everyone looks alike, goes to the same school, and lives in identical houses.
Nurse Ratched is the perfect representative of the Combine. She is big, strong, and repressive,
keeping the patients in fear and under control. When McMurphy fights Nurse Ratched, he is really
striking about against the entire Combine. In retaliation to his individuality and out of fear of his
largeness, the Combine performs a lobotomy on McMurphy to keep him repressed and under
control.
The Combine II
This is Chief’s word to describe the machine-like nature of the asylum system. But it’s not just the
asylum that’s governed by this machine – it’s the entire world. He can hear its hum in the walls.
Often, Nurse Ratched represents the authority of the Combine; she is the public face of an
inhumane system.
Machines
The central metaphor of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest is that of the machine. The metaphor is
introduced early in the novel, through the character of Bromden, and it recurs at regular points
throughout. Bromden sees society as a giant machine, which he calls the Combine, and he sees
the same machine at work in the hospital. He describes the Big Nurse in machine-like terms. In
the first chapter, as he sees her approaching the black boys, “she blows up bigger and bigger, big
as a tractor, so big I can smell the machinery inside the way you smell a motor pulling too big a
load” (p. 5). When he describes her physical appearance, it is in terms that apply to machines: her
gestures are “precise, automatic” and “Her face is smooth, calculated, and precision-made. (p. 5).”
But he also comments on her large breasts and regards them as a “mistake . . . made in
manufacturing,” which she resents because they are a mark of femininity.
The machine-like Combine tries to make machines out of everything, including humans. Bromden
dreams that the hospital workers are killing Blastic, one of the patients referred to as a Vegetable.
When they cut him up, there is nothing human inside him. Instead, Bromden sees “a shower of
rust and ashes, and now and again a piece of wire and glass” (p. 85). The Combine has done its
work on him. (Significantly, Blastic dies the very night that Bromden dreams of him.)
The turning of people into machines reaches to the level of language and ideas as well. People
who have been “processed” by society no longer have any ability to understand anything that
doesn’t fit what they have been programmed to hear. When Bromden recalls the incident in
which the three government agents wanted to buy his father’s land, he remembers they were
incapable of hearing any of the things he said to them. He describes their thought-processes in
terms of machines. He can see the
seams where they’re put together. And, almost, see the apparatus inside them take the words I
just said and try to fit the words in here and there, this place and that, and when they find the
words don’t have any place ready-made where they’ll fit, the machinery disposes of the words
like they weren’t even spoken (p. 201).
The Fog Machine
Fog is a phenomenon that clouds our vision of the world. In this novel, fogs symbolize a lack of
insight and an escape from reality. When Bromden starts to slip away from reality, because of his
medication or out of fear, he hallucinates fog drifting into the ward. He imagines that there are
hidden fog machines in the vents and that they are controlled by the staff. Although it can be
frightening at times, Bromden considers the fog to be a safe place; he can hide in it and ignore
reality. Beyond what it means for Bromden, the fog represents the state of mind that Ratched

imposes on the patients with her strict, mind-numbing routines and humiliating treatment. When
McMurphy arrives, he drags all the patients out of the fog.
Fog
The fog that constantly surrounds Chief and the patients on the ward is, Chief claims, "made" by
Nurse Ratched. Because we know that Chief is schizophrenic and sees things that are not literally
there, we recognize that the fog may be medicinally induced and is a fog of the mind rather than a
literal fog. It keeps the patients from rising up in rebellion against Nurse Ratched, but it also
keeps them satisfied with their lives and prevents them from ever thinking about anything real. It
both helps them to live this way and prevents them from ever trying to improve their life
situation. As Chief says, the men hide behind the fog because it is comfortable.
A Pecking Party
McMurphy describes a "pecking party" as a situation in which chickens see blood on another
chicken and start pecking at it like crazy until they’re all bloody, pecking at each other in a frenzy,
and end up killing each other. McMurphy points out that Nurse Ratched’s Therapeutic
Community meetings are pecking parties. Nurse Ratched strikes one of the men to reveal his
weakness, and then all of the patients follow her lead, "pecking" at the man. This starts off a chain
reaction that hurts all of the men, sets them all against each other (instead of against Nurse
Ratched), and keeps them all feeling weak (and emasculated). Thus the "therapeutic" meeting
aren’t a time when patients can provide each other with mutual and beneficial help, but where
they end up hurting each other and making it all worse.
Rabbits and the Wolf
Harding explains to McMurphy that the world is divided into the weak and the strong. He, the
doctor, and most of the patients are the weak – rabbits – and Nurse Ratched is the strong, a wolf.
She hasn’t made them into rabbits – they’re inside because they can’t adjust to being a rabbit on
the outside.
Outside
The world is divided into the inside of the insane asylum and Outside, the world as it exists
outside of the walls of the insane asylum. Outside has a grip on everybody’s imagination – to
some, it’s a scary place and to others, it’s a seductive place, but everybody divides the world into
this dichotomy.
Green Seepage
Chief notices that whenever the staff congregate together for a meeting, there’s a green light that
pours out of the room they’re in. Afterwards, there’s a green seepage that covers everything,
which he has to clean off. He says you wouldn’t believe the poisons that ooze out of staff
members’ skins. Because we are aware that Chief is mentally ill, we realize that his observations
are not literal truths even though he sees it as a literal truth. Instead, he is observing a sort of
spiritual residue that infects the entire ward because of the poisonous attitudes of the nurses and
orderlies towards the patients. This further reinforces the idea that the asylum is not a place of
healing, but of harming the patients.
McMurphy's Boxer Shorts
McMurphy's boxer shorts are black satin with a pattern of white whales with red eyes. A
literature major gave them to him, saying that McMurphy is himself a symbol. The shorts, of
course, are also highly symbolic. First, the white whales call to mind Moby-Dick, one of the most
potent symbols in American literature. One common interpretation of Moby-Dick is that the
whale is a phallic symbol, which obviously suggests McMurphy's blatant sexuality—the little
white whales cover McMurphy's underwear, which he gleefully reveals to Nurse Ratched. MobyDick also represents the pervasive evil that inspires Ahab's obsessive, futile pursuit. Here, the
implication is that McMurphy is to Moby-Dick as Ratched is to Ahab. A third interpretation is that
Moby-Dick stands for the power of nature, signifying McMurphy's untamed nature that conflicts
with the controlled institution. Lastly, in Melville's novel Moby-Dick is associated with God, which

resonates with McMurphy's role as a Christ figure. Finally, the whale boxer shorts poke fun at
academia and its elaborate interpretations of symbols.
The Electroshock Therapy Table
The electroshock therapy table is explicitly associated with crucifixion. It is shaped like a cross,
with straps across the wrists and over the head. Moreover, the table performs a function similar
to the public crucifixions of Roman times. Ellis, Ruckly, and Taber—Acutes whose lives were
destroyed by electroshock therapy—serve as public examples of what happens to those who
rebel against the ruling powers. Ellis makes the reference explicit: he is actually nailed to the
wall. This foreshadows that McMurphy, who is associated with Christ images, will be sacrificed.
Other Visual Images
Since the narrator of the novel is a paranoid schizophrenic, many of the images found in the novel
seem magical and out of this world. Chief Bromden's perception of time is almost surreal. He
believes that time is in the hands of the repressive society; it can either be speeded up or slowed
to a dead stop by Nurse Ratched. The Chief also describes the air in the hospital environment as
"thick plastic;" its repressive nature weighs heavy like a "ton of sand".
The fog is also another important visual image. When the Chief is upset, he is surrounded by a
fog. The more upset he becomes, the heavier the fog grows, in order to hide and protect him. He
believes that everyone else is trying to ignore the fog to torment him. After receiving shock
treatment, the Chief's fog becomes especially thick; he also often sees a thick fog when he sleeps.
This is probably due to the medication that he is forced to take at bedtime. As McMurphy teaches
the Chief to be self reliant, the image of his fog decreases until it disappears entirely.
Another recurring visual image is that of size, which the Chief connects with power. He sees his
father decrease in size as his power declines. By contrast, he sees his mother grow in stature as
she controls her husband. The Chief tells McMurphy that his mother was huge even though she
was an average size of five feet and nine inches. Every time Nurse Ratched gets angry at the
patients, the Chief sees her growing bigger and bigger. Although McMurphy is a full head shorter
than he, the Chief thinks that McMurphy is a giant, for he believes he has lots of power.
McMurphy knows that the Chief sees himself as a small, weak man and promises the Chief to
restore him to his full height, which he accomplishes by the end of the book. Chief Bromden once
again feels his full height of six feet and seven inches when the Nurse's power over him subsides.
Machinery is also an image that often occurs in the novel. The Chief believes that the Combine
installs tiny machines in people's brains to make them conform. He also believes that the Nurse
runs the hospital with the help of many machines, all joined by a series of wires; he also believes
that she has hidden tape recorders everywhere in the hospital to spy on the patients. The Nurse
herself is compared to a diesel truck that smells of burning oil and runs wildly. The most
important image of a machine is that of the Combine, the symbol of the repressive society. The
Chief thinks that the Combine punches out people to be exactly alike and to live in identical
houses reproduced by a machine. The Combine also controls the machinery in the Shock Shop,
where patients are sent to receive shock therapy to bring them under control. Through the
machine imagery, Kesey seems to be saying that everything that is mechanical and man made
goes against all that is natural. McMurphy becomes the natural man, the pure savage, fighting
against the Combine and all its machinery.
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